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European Union
We are waiting for a 4th world-dominating kingdom, connected to Rome (as
described by the feet of the statue composed of a “mixture of iron and clay”), to
appear on the earth. It will be different from all the other kingdoms and will
devour the whole earth, trampling it down and crushing it.
The European Union currently represents 35 countries, which were all once
part of the old Roman Empire. The idea for the European Union came from a
group of intellectuals called the “Club of Rome” and its early forerunner formed in
1957 when the “Treaty of Rome” was signed.

CLUB OF ROME HQ
According to Pastor Smith, the European Union plans to divide Europe into
an eastern and western division with 5 units in each division, giving us the 2 feet
of the statue with 5 toes each. The identity of the final world-dominating power
is the European Union.
I do not believe it will be the United Nations because they lack the strong
Rome connection. The EU and its Member States are major contributors to the
UN system. [The commitment to effective multilateralism, with the United Nations (UN) at its
core, is a central element of the EU’s external policy. The EU has played an important role in
developing and implementing UN Conventions and Protocols and taken an active part in UN
global conferences such as the World Summit on Information Society, the Kobe Disaster
Reduction Conference etc. Currently it is a party to over 50 UN multilateral agreements.
http://ec.europa.eu/external_relations/organisations/un/index_en.htm
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European Union HQ – Strasbourg, France
For a short time, the European Union will receive authority to rule the
entire earth. Its only purpose is for 3 of its members to give their power and
authority to the antichrist.
“And the people of the prince who is to come shall destroy the city and the
sanctuary.” This verse from Daniel 9:26 is talking about the destruction of
Jerusalem by the Romans in 70 A.D. “The people”= Romans. “The prince who is
to come”= antichrist. This does not mean the antichrist will be a Roman. It refers
to the short-lived rule of the antichrist over the final world dominating
government with iron and clay mixed, which originates from the Romans (iron).
Not the Muslims
[This eliminates theories the final world dominating power will be Muslims.
They never ruled the whole earth including Jerusalem, and did not destroy the
city and the sanctuary. There is no Muslim connection to Rome. The closest they
ever came was ruling the old Byzantine Empire, one leg of the statue.]
“I also wanted to know about the ten horns (ten rulers) on the beast’s head
and about the other horn (antichrist) that came up later, before which 3 of them
fell – the horn that looked more imposing than the others and that had eyes and a
mouth that spoke boastfully.”
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3 European Union members give their power to rule to the antichrist. It is
unclear whether this event is voluntary or by force. Daniel says he “subdues”
them but bribes can also subdue.
“As I watched, this horn was waging war against the saints (Israel) and
defeating them until the Ancient of Days (God) came and pronounced judgment
in favor of the saints (Israel) of the Most High.” And the time came when they
(Israel) possessed the (earthly) Kingdom.
“In the time of those kings, the God of heaven will set up a kingdom that will
never be destroyed, nor will it be left to another people. It will crush all those
kingdoms and bring them to an end. But it will itself endure forever.”
The Rock (Jesus)
As Daniel explained to King Nebuchadnezzar, “You looked, O King, and
while you were watching, Jesus, the rock, was cut out; but not by human hands.
He struck the statue in the feet of iron and clay and smashed them. Then the iron
(Rome), the clay (EU), the bronze (Greece), the silver (Iran) and the gold (Iraq)
were broken to pieces at the same time and became like chaff on a threshing
floor in the summer. The wind swept them (the nations represented by the
statue) away without leaving a trace.

But the rock that struck the statue became a huge mountain and filled the
whole earth.” This will be Jesus’ thousand year Kingdom on earth.
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